A fact catcher is a motivating tool for helping students review a topic of study, especially before a test. The students demonstrate their knowledge of the topic by creating questions and answers using the information attained.

Materials:
- 8 _ x 8 _ square piece of paper
- scissors
- pencil

1. Fold the square into fourths, carefully creasing each fold. Open.

2. Fold the four points to the center, forming a smaller square, carefully creasing each fold.

3. Turn it over, and again fold the four points to the center, carefully creasing each fold.

4. Eight right triangles should be showing. Write you question across the pairs of triangles. You should be able to write 4 questions in all.

5. Lift each flap and write the answers on the underside of each flap.

6. Fold the small square in half to reveal four square pockets for fingers. Number the squares one through four.
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